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   ABSTRACT 

Now a days there are various types of attacks are possible to reduce network performances. Due to less 

security feature, malicious activities may be occurs in network. In this paper, we discuss various possible 

attacks on authentication side of security and discuss different countermeasures for mitigating attacks. In this 

paper we provide security aspects on authentication from various attacks. Various authentication methods 

have also been suggested with their advantages and disadvantages for various attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to flaws in many conventional authentication systems, many password attacks have occurred [1]. 

Determining one’s identity helps to maintain their user accounts on online transactions and services. The 

authentication is essential to avoid identity theft.  Authentication is the process of confirming an individual, 

whether he is the person that he claims to be.  Authentication is one important aspect of security that has to be 

addressed effectively [2].  Otherwise the other aspects of security such as authorization, availability, auditing, 

confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation may also be easily compromised. In Paper [2], various 

authentication methods have been discussed in detail. This paper focuses on various attacks on authentication 

aspects of security. 

It is crucial to understand the differences between Vulnerabilities, Threats and attacks [3].  Vulnerability is a 

weakness in the system that makes a Threat to occur.  It refers to an inability to defy the hostile challenge.   The 

threat represents a potential danger that may occur.   It is just a sign for a future attack to come.   A Threat 

represents incessant danger to an asset. A Threat may or may not be intentional and may not cause damage also. 

i.e. Threat provides a room for an  attack.   Whereas an attack means any malicious action that exploits 

vulnerability and destroys or modifies, prevents access to an asset or gain access to an unauthorized asset.    An 

attack has always exploited vulnerability and cause damage to the asset and is quite intentional.  An exploit is a 

tool used by the attacker to cause damage to the asset. Here is an example, “when antivirus is not updated 

regularly, system may be affected by the virus and cause severe damage”. Therefore, the absence of updating 

antivirus is the vulnerability, the viruses are the threats, and causing damage is an attack. 

In this paper, section 2 describes an overview of the taxonomy of authentication attacks & countermeasures. 

Section 3 discusses about various authentication methods prevailing today. Section 4 provides a comparative 

analysis of various authentication attacks, countermeasures, authentication mechanism, etc. 

II. AN OVERVIEW ON CLASSIFICATION  OF AUTHENTICATION ATTACKS & THEIR 

COUNTERMEASURES 

In this paper, the various attacks on authentication and its countermeasures have been suggested. 

Eavesdropping Attacks: 

An attacker taps the information that goes on the wire and uses it for future purpose. It is a kind of replay attack. 

It may be network eavesdropping or offline eavesdropping. MITM is a kind of eavesdropping attack 

Countermeasure: 

The message can be encrypted using standard encryption `techniques such as AES 128 bit or RC4 stream cipher. 

SSL helps to provide the encrypted communication channel. Further Central Authentication Service (CAS), a 
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single sign-on protocol can be used along with SSL. Network eavesdropping can be avoided by using very 

strong authentication protocols such as Kerberos as it never transmits the password across the network. 

Man-In-The-Middle Attack: 

MITM is a kind of eavesdropper attack.  An attacker comes in between two hosts, i.e. customer and the website 

(bank or shopping), and all the communication between them goes only through the attacker.   So he 

impersonates both the parties to one another and may copy, alter or delete a portion of the data traffic 

between them i.e. attack on mutual authentication. MITM may be used to simply monitor the data and may not 

be reused also. It may be a passive attack or active attack. 

Countermeasure: 

Brute Force Attack and MITM can be solved by SSL. Using SSL, the traffic is encrypted so it can’t be tampered 

or modified by MITM or brute force attack [4]. There are ways to fake connections (primarily by proxy 

servers) so that the user believes they have an SSL connection to a site but they may be navigated to a non-SSL 

site. The actual SSL connection will be from the proxy server to the website and not from the user to the 

website. The ultimate result is that the proxy may be able to read user’s information.  Moreover, the parties at 

both ends can be authenticated mutually to prevent MITM attacks.  This mutual trust can be obtained by a 

certification authority.  HMAC (Hashed message authentication code) can be used. If there is any alteration in 

the data by the attacker, then the computation of HMAC on receiving end may fail. 

Replay Attacks: 

An attacker copies the message, data, user credentials or key information transmitted between two hosts 

and then uses it for a nefarious purpose [5].  Replay attack is a specific category of MITM attack. This attack is 

absolutely intentional. Masquerading or impersonation is a type of attack in which the attacker impersonates a 

user.  Whereas in replay attack, the attacker just sends the same data packet to some user assuming to have the 

same effect. For e.g. when the user says “no” for a file deletion, the attacker captures it and modifies it as “yes”. 

In fact, replay attack is a specific type of masquerading attack. Thus, replay attack can be used to impersonate a 

user or entity.  Also, sometimes, replay attack may not relate to impersonation at all. Like password, even a 

cookie can be replayed. The attacker may capture the cookie sent to  the user and replay it  for gaining 

unauthorized access with false identities. 

Countermeasure: 

Timestamp can be utilized along with security tokens. OTP can be applied. The nonce can be generated.  SSL 

helps to eliminate replay attacks and is essential in case of cookie replay attack. Hence both the parties 

exchange some random number and use it for all encrypted transactions between them. By setting the cookie 

timeout value for a short period, the replay attack can be prevented as it gives only a short time for the attacker 

to play. 

Phishing Attacks: 

The phishing is a type of an attack in which the attacker impersonates the website, email or phone call for 

nefarious purpose. It is an intentional theft of user credentials [6]. Phishing attacks are usually attempted to 

steal credit card information, email, password, or any other sensitive information.  The attacker creates a 

website similar to the original website, such as banking website. DNS cache poisoning enables the user to 

navigate to the attacker’s fake website automatically. 

Countermeasure: 

Digital certificates can be used to avoid phishing attacks.  Unsolicited emails should not be attended such as 

emails from banks requesting for username and password.   When an URL is misspelled, it may lead to a 

phishing attack.   Click the unknown hyperlinks in the emails also leads to a phishing attack. The email 

attachments should not be downloaded unless it is from reliable sources.  The padlock icon in the URL bar can 

be clicked to verify the identity of the website. The HTTPS protocol must be used in the URL instead of normal 

HTTP. i.e. https://www.somesite.com. 

Brute Force Attacks: 

It is generally difficult to protect against brute force attack.   Hence, brute force attack attempts on a huge 

number of key combinations on trial-and-error basis [7].  Unlike dictionary attack, it targets even on unknown 

http://www.somesite.com/
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combinations. Passwords can be broken up easily when the key size is small. Brute Force attack consumes time 

considerably when the key size is large and the password chosen is strong.  A computer program or ready-made 

software is commonly used for implementing brute force attack.  The computer configuration must be high to 

perform a brute force attack much faster and efficiently.  It starts from the single digit password to the multiple 

character password and tries out all the keys available on a keyboard. 

Countermeasure: 

Brute force attack does not work for online services. Because when multiple attempts from a particular IP 

address is tracked, that particular IP will be blocked by the administrator or that account that is used by an 

attacker may be blocked.  Tarpitting is another techniques used for reducing the speed of an attacker.  It creates 

a delay in authenticating which helps to reduce the number of attacks per minute.  This method will exhaust the 

server resources. Instead, honeypot mechanism can be implemented when the number of consecutive login 

attempts was failed. Today, most of the online websites, especially banking and financial websites deploy 

CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing  test)  mechanism for  avoiding brute  force  attacks  [8]. 

CAPTCHA is a computer program which generates images randomly and invites the user to enter the same in 

the given textbox.  Based on the input given, it determines the user is a human being or streaming bot.  Human 

beings have the ability to read and understand any distorted text, whereas computers cannot read or 

understand. 

Dictionary Attack: 

A dictionary attack is an attack attempted on authentication data by trying all the possible words in a dictionary. 

Dictionary attack attempts only to a targeted list of weak passwords or attempts on a limited number of key 

combinations that has a high possibility of getting succeed [9]. Hence the dictionary attack is always faster than 

brute-force attack. A dictionary attack is easy when the password chosen is short, weak or common and it 

becomes very complicated and does not give result when any special characters are included as passwords. 

Dictionary attack is the first choice of the attacker before trying the brute-force attack. Some examples of 

software used for dictionary attack are Metasploit,   Passcape, Brutus, Cain & Abel, etc. 

Countermeasure: 

Dictionary attack can be avoided by selecting a strong password. A strong password is the one created with the 

combination of alphabets both uppercase and lower case, numbers, and special characters. It must not be a 

word in a dictionary.  Broadly speaking, the plaintext or encrypted passwords are not used on the database 

system. Because compromising a key would open the door for the hacker to see the entire password in a 

database. Hence, password can be hashed combined with a salt value and then it can be stored on a database. 

Insider Attack: 

The Insider attack is a type of malicious attack attempted intentionally within an organization [10]. The 

employees of the organization bestowed with more power and knowledge about the environment initiates 

such an attack. The system administrators or network managers steal the authentication data or exchange keys. 

Countermeasure: 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) helps to mitigate such attacks. Access control mechanism, monitoring and 

logging must be strictly maintained. 

Keylogger Attack: 

Keylogger is a computer program or software that captures the keystrokes of the user for stealing his 

password. Keylogger need not be software always. It can be a hardware device also [11].  Aside from stealing 

passwords, it can be used for enterprise security, parental control, etc. 

Countermeasure: 

The keylogger attack can be avoided by using the virtual keyboard in which the position of characters will 

change randomly. OTP (one-time password) can be used to avoid keylogger attacks. For Instance, when Gmail 

account is configured with two-step authentication, OTP sent to the mobile is required to login.  OTP can be 

obtained in special devices such as SafeNet eToken NG-OTP, RSA SecurID tokens.   Antilogger such as Zemana, 

sandboxie, keyscrambler can be used to avoid keylogger attacks. 
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Malicious Code Attack or Script Kiddie: 

Basic Key logger program to advanced malicious Trojans may be used to gain control over the user’s computer 

system.  Some of the malicious codes are Viruses, Worms, Trojan Horses, Script Kiddie, Java applet Attacks, 

ActiveX Controls, etc.  Some of the examples of malicious code are Melissa, Love Bug, Happy99, Code Red, 

SirCam, Nimda, Slammer, Back Orifice, Sub7, Explore.zip, etc. This attack cannot be easily detected [19].  The 

malicious code is normally hidden in email, website, file downloads, Java applet and ActiveX content. 

Countermeasure: 

Software and Operating system patches and antivirus need to be regularly updated. 

Session Hijacking: 

Session Hijacking attack is a type of attack in which the attacker exploits the TCP session between a Web server 

and a Web browser and steals the session token to gain the unauthorized access [12]. A session token is a 

token sent by the Web server to the Web browser for as a sign of authentication. It may be available in http 

request header.  This attack is common in Web applications. The attackers usually steal the cookies for 

hijacking an authenticated session. 

Countermeasure: 

SSL combined with cookie management system. Some IdP (Identity Providers) such as Shibboleth provides 

such facility. Switches can be preferred over hubs for avoiding this attack. Secure protocol or cryptography 

helps to mitigate such attacks. The incoming connections and remote connections can be minimized as to 

mitigate attacks. 

Shoulder surfing attacks: 

Attacks using social engineering such as monitoring the keyboard entry by the user or collecting his personal 

information to verify whether it is used as a password or forms part of the password. 

Countermeasure: 

Shoulder surfing attack can be avoided by providing wrong information for security questions and by providing 

passwords with spelling mistakes. While entering a PIN at an ATM or typing password on a keyboard, it can be 

covered so as to prevent this attack. When the transaction is over at an ATM counter, all the 10 keys from 0 to 9 

can be pressed in order to confuse the attacker.  Similarly, while entering your password on a keyboard, type 

some unwanted characters in between and use backspace to delete and then proceed with actual characters. 

This may also mislead the attacker. 

SQL Injection Attack: 

SQL Injection Attack is a code injection technique used to attack websites and login with administrator 

privileges.  The poorly designed websites are the victim of this attack.  The attacker can inject SQL commands 

and gain access to obtain the data from the database [14].  Firewalls or IDS cannot protect the data against the 

SQL injection attack. 

Countermeasure: 

Patches for OS, software, and antivirus are to be regularly updated. A proper validation of input data can 

mitigate SQL Injection attack. Access Control permission on the database must be strictly defined. 

Black Hole Attack 

A black hole problem means that one malicious node utilizes the routing protocol to claim itself of being the 

shortest path to the destination node, but drops the routing packets but does not forward packets to its 

neighbors. A single black hole attack is easily happened in the mobile ad hoc networks . An example is shown as 

Figure 1, node 1 stands for the source node and node 4 represents the destination node. Node 3 is a 

misbehavior node who replies the RREQ packet sent from source node, and makes a false response that it has 

the quickest route to the destination node. Therefore node 1 erroneously judges the route discovery process 

with completion, and starts to send data packets to node 3. As what mentioned above, a malicious node 

probably drops or consumes the packets. This suspicious node can be regarded as a black hole problem in 

MANETs. As a result, node 3 is able to misroute the packets easily, and the network operation is suffered from 

this problem. The most critical influence is that the PDR diminished severely. 

 

https://hcis-journal.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/2192-1962-1-4#Fig1
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Countermeasure: 

To overcome Black hole attack, a mechanisms such as trust based routing, intrusion detection system, sequence 

number comparison and Data Routing Information table (DRI) has been proposed. Trust based On Demand 

routing mechanism identifies and decreases the hazards by malicious node in the path. This paper provides a 

survey of preventing and identifying Black hole attack using trust management mechanism 

III. AUTHENTICATION METHODS 

Conventional Password Method: 

The traditional password authentication method can be easily compromised.  It is vulnerable to various 

attacks and hence it is not recommended.  The advantage in this scheme is it is simple, easy to remember, easy 

to use, no additional hardware or software or specialized personnel required.  The disadvantage is that it is 

vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack, key loggers, and spoofed login and phishing attacks. 

Public Key Cryptography: 

The password can be encrypted to avoid eavesdropping attacks and other attacks.  Public key cryptography is 

also known asymmetric cryptography. It generates two mathematically related keys, public key and private key. 

The message may be encrypted using public key or private key and decrypted using its corresponding private 

key or public key. It provides confidentiality of the message. It is used for creating digital signatures. 

Keystroke Dynamics: 

Keystroke dynamics is a biometric solution in which the users rhythmic typing on the keyboard and the timing 

between the key pressed is used as an authentication technique [15].  The following information is recorded 

along with the conventional password. 

a)   The time taken between a key press and a key release  

b)   The time taken between two consecutive keys pressed. 

The advantage is it requires no extra hardware and programming skill is enough. It prevents from shoulder 

surfing, key loggers, phishing, etc.   Even with the password the attacker cannot access the system. The 

disadvantage is high rejections occur due to different typing speed of users. It is difficult to identify even the 

legitimate user. 

Click Pattern: 

Click Pattern provides strong password rather than text-based password [16].  The click area contains different 

colour or combination of different symbols.  The user click rhythm is also maintained along with click patterns. 

The advantage is it does not require any extra hardware and prevents from shoulder surfing attack, keyloggers, 

phishing, etc.   It is difficult to compromise even the password is known. The disadvantage is it may have more 

rejections due to different mental levels of users. 

Graphical Passwords: 

Graphical password is an alternative for text-based passwords [17]. Graphical objects are displayed and the 

user needs to select it.  Selected objects are then drawn by user using mouse, touchpad or touch screen.  System 

runs preprocessing on the objects and converts it into hierarchical form. Finally, hierarchical matching is done 

for user authentication.  The advantage is it prevents from shoulder surfing attack.  The disadvantage is that 

the system authenticates the user only if proper sketch is drawn by the user on the touch sensitive screens. 

The processing time depends on how good the user draws the sketches. Normally it takes longer time for 

process compared to other schemes. 

One-Time Password: 

One-time password (OTP) is a password valid for a short period of time and can be used only once.  OTP is 

used for avoiding identity theft.  It protects the online transactions from replay attacks, keyloggers, shoulder 

surfing attacks, etc. An OTP captured by an attacker may be of no use to him.  The disadvantage is that it 

requires some additional technology such as SMS to mobile, or call to mobile for OTP, etc.  An OTP may be of 

random challenge-response type. i.e. prompting for a nonce from the prover.  An OTP may also be generated 

from a password list. Banking and financial companies always use this method. 
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Biometrics: 

Biometric is an image-based authentication system in which finger prints, face, iris, retinal, speech, signature 

verification are used to verify against the original specimen [18].  The image is preprocessed first and then the 

classification of images is done.  The advantage of this method is that it is real and unique signature and cannot 

be stolen. The disadvantage is that it is costly and difficult to implement. It is not a completely matured method 

and it can be easily compromised and is time consuming also. 

Digital Signatures: 

Digital Signature is a mathematical method that proves the integrity of the document. It assures the recipient 

that the document has not been altered in transit.   It provides integrity, authentication and non-repudiation 

aspects of security. It is used by companies for distributing their software. The distributor or sender computes 

the hash for the document and shares it on Web page with the public. The user downloading the software 

computes the hash and matches against the hash that is available on the Web.   If they are same, accept it 

otherwise reject it. The sender may encrypt the message using public key and the message is decrypted using 

private key by the recipient.   The sender knows that the message can be decrypted only by the particular 

recipient as he is the only persons having knowledge about the private key. Broadly speaking, a digital signature 

is a document which is hashed first and then it is encrypted with the private key of the sender and is appended 

to the original document. The recipients on the other end, decrypts the document using public key so he knows 

for sure it is send by the particular sender. Then it is hashed by the recipient and he verifies it with the actual 

hash. Now the verifier or the recipient is able to identify the sender as well as get assurance that the message 

has not been modified. 

Authentication Panel: 

In these password schemes, instead of pressing exact button for password, the user is prompted to select the 

location of the password words from the given panel. Vulnerabilities can be rectified by updating weak 

components regularly [20]. It prevents from brute force, dictionary and video recording attacks. It does not 

require extra hardware and it is fast. 

Zero-Knowledge Proofs: 

In this method, the user can prove his identity to the verifier without revealing the secret that is known only to 

him. If the secret is revealed to the verifier, he may share it with someone else. 

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

The table I given below explains about various attacks, countermeasures, authentication mechanism, advantages 

and disadvantages, etc. 

Table 1: Comparative Analysis of Attacks, Countermeasures, Authentication Methods - Merits & Demerits 

Attack Countermeasure 
Authentication 

Mechanism 
Advantage Disadvantage 

Additional 

Hardware 

Eavesdropping 

Encryption SSL Secured Online Costly No 

Token-based - CAS RubyCAS, SecurID Single-Sign on 
Less control over 

navigation control 
No 

Authentication 

Protocols 
Kerberos 

Single-Sign on, 

mutual 

authentication 

Migrating users to 

Kerberos database 

is difficult 

No 

Man-in-the- 

Middle Attack 

Encryption SSL Confidentiality Performance No 

Mutual Trust CA – Certificates Speed & Security Expired & Cost No 

Hashing HMAC No need of SSL Inconsistent No 

Replay Attacks 

Dynamic unique 

data such as 

TimeStamp, OTP, 

OTP/NONCE SSL 
OTP - Two factor 

authentication 

OTP - dependent 

on addl technology, 

spoofable 

Yes 
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Nonce 

Phishing 

Attacks 

Mutual 

Authentication 
Digital Certificates 

Protects from 

Impostor 

Vendor support, 

algorithm strength 
No 

Avoid download 

from unreliable 

source 

Digital Signatures 

Non-repudiation, 

prevents 

imposter 

Compatibility, cost No 

Check for Padlock 

icon 
HTTPS Confidentiality Performance 

 

No 

Brute Force 

Attacks 

Tarpitting Biometric Unique Data gets changed Yes 

IDS Honeypot Simplicity Risk No 

Test Human CAPTCHA Avoids bots Difficult to read No 

Dictionary 

Attack 
Strong passwords 

Hashed with SALT 

value 

Makes guessing 

harder 
Slow No 

 

Insider Attack 

Access Control, 

Monitoring 
IDS 

Monitors threats 

inside & outside 

Differentiate friend 

& foe 

 

No 

Keylogger 

Attack 

Virtual Keyboard Microsfot OSK save cost, space slow typing No 

OTP SafeNet OTP security spoofable Yes 

Antilogger Zemana, Sandboxie 
Avoid 

keyloggers 

cost & 

maintenance 
No 

Malicious Code 

Attack 
Update regularly Enable auto-update 

Auto 

management 

can be 

compromised 

 

No 

Session 

Hijacking 

SSL with Cookie 

management 
Shibboleth 

ACL defined 

easily 

change - restart 

web server 

 

No 

Secure Protocol Kerberos Never sent across Replay attack No 

Encryption Cryptography Privacy & safe Consumes time No 

Shoulder 

surfing attacks 

Confuse the 

attacker 

Including wrong 

information 

safe from social 

engg. Attack 
simple No 

SQL Injection 

Attack 

Update regularly Proper Validation Defines input Time consuming No 

 
Access Control 

strictly defined 

Protects from 

Intruders 

compromised if 

rights elevated 
No 

V. CONCLUSION 

This survey helps us to consider various attacks and its countermeasures before designing an authentication 

system. The appropriate authentication mechanism can be chosen depending on the type and nature of the 

application. We have  provided solutions for  both  online and  offline applications. The advantages and 

disadvantages in implementing each authentication mechanism also have been discussed. 
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